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LIGHTNING DESTRUCTION OR ROMMEL'S TRANSPORT

On Monday, in one of the grimmest days fighting for both services in the present

Libyan campaign our aircraft capped a three figure score of Axis transport vehicles

destroyed, by writing off a number of German t anks# They were knocked out with light-

ning rapidity and. it is doubtful if the crews knew what had hit them#

Describing the destruction of one of their tanks by the Kitty-bombers a pilot
said; "We were out near Bin Hakein where another big battle developed tod,ay and we

spotted half a dozen big German tanks with a number of other vehicles dug in around

them* We dived to the attack and scored a bull* There was a vivid blue flash from

the tank followed by a dense column of black smoke from burning oil# After our bomb

attack we went in low and straffed the whole gathering with our guns" �

Kitty-bombers and fighters were again out the whole day acting as aerial artillery
to destroy and disrupt the fighting vehicles and supply transport in the new battle

at Bir Hakeim and. the fighting in the devils cauldron. A tremendous amount of

ack-ack fire was thrown up by the enemy#’

Boston bombers were twice in action. One of their attacks took place in full

view of a Guards brigade.- It ended with numerous fires burning among a concentration

of Axis vehicles# Baltimore bombers made daring daylight raids on the enemy aerodrome

at Barce, and, the bombing was particularly accurate and effective. pour enemy air-

craft Were shot down during the day by our fighters; one of them fell to a Spitfire
and. was the first victory scored by these aircraft since their entry into the Libyan
battle.

Monday marked the end of the second week’s fighting since the Axis attack was

launched# Like the end of the first week's fighting it came at a favourable turn in

the battle -and the air forces talcing part can claim credit for much that has so far

been achieved,. In fourteen days in the course of sorties they destroyed fighting
vehicles and supply waggons running into four figures, shot down forty-seven enemy

aircraft and killed hundreds of Axis troops.

Cur losses in aircraft have inevitably been heavy, but many pilots have returned

and the majority of them are already flying again.

Pacing the third week's battle the ’pilots received a tribute from the officer

commanding the fighter group# "They have done magnificent work," he said, "Pilots

have been called upon to do several sorties each day and they have gone whole

heartedly into their job. The heat and the terrible dust conditions have meant

little to them. Both the bomber and the interceptor fighter squadrons have kept
at it day in day out, punishing the enemy on the ground and in the air*

"They have their tails well 'up* Before the show began I sent a signal to the

ground crews telling them* how much depended on them. They have not failed us.

They have worked magnificently, sometimes for 24 hours at a stretch, so that the

non-stop tackling of the enemy could be continued. They have 'worked like blacks

and. I am proud of them* Tribute too must be paid to the signals' men, Broken

wires have been repaired and lines laid down despite the heat and the dust# We owe

much to their effort."


